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Check Our Recent Interviews

News From Around PA
A new accuser has sued Jerry Sandusky, Penn State and a charity the former assistant coach founded, claiming he was sexually abused about six years ago.

The Obama administration abandoned its appeals in several abortion-pill mandate lawsuits. The surrender means that existing court orders which protect family businesses in those cases from violating their religious beliefs will stand while the lawsuits proceed. This includes the case involving Seneca Hardwoods, a PA company.

According to a recent study of public policy preferences, Pittsburgh is the 19th and Philadelphia is the 16th most liberal among cities with populations larger than 250,000.

Resolution (8376-14), which would permit the posting of "In God We Trust" as well as the Bill of Rights in the Allegheny County Council chambers, passed out of the Government Reform Committee with a 5 to 1 affirmative vote. It now goes to the full Council. The Freedom From Religion Foundation has contacted County Council saying posting In God We Trust would be unconstitutional.

News from National Scene
A 3-judge panel of Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals made the unanimous decision that the Indiana and Wisconsin Marriage Protection Amendments are unconstitutional.

The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals has agreed to revisit the ruling by a three judge panel that struck down the ObamaCare subsidies issued through the federal exchange. Expect a different outcome, since Obama has packed that court with judges friendly to his agenda - thanks to Harry Reid's "nuclear option."

The Department of Labor announced that it will interpret prohibitions on sex discrimination in Executive Order 11246 to include discrimination based on gender identity and transgender status. Meaning they now equate male and female with those confused about their gender!

The Freedom From Religion Foundation sent a letter to the Indiana Department of Natural Resources saying a 14-inch cross attached to a new war veterans memorial statute has no place at Whitewater Memorial State Park in the town of Liberty.

AFA of PA encourages Christians, through education, to become involved in pro-family issues in their community, state and the nation.

We are a non-profit organization that is totally dependent upon financial gifts from our supporters. You can give online here http://afaofpa.org/donate/
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